GOLF SHOWS
Yes! -------- or -------- No!

By "A MANUFACTURER"

CONSIDERING that we have in our U. S. A. 3,000,000 men and women who play golf to the extent of, conservatively, 120,000,000 games per season; no less than 300 manufacturers who produce golf course and clubhouse equipment, golf clubs, golf balls, etc., and that the game of golf in our country is contributing 50% of the support or not less than 120,000 families or 500,000 people, may it not be proper to ask that some organization give thought to the future promotion of golf in all its branches?

Recent golf shows in Chicago, New York and Buffalo, insofar as the experience of golf supply manufacturers, greenkeepers, professionals, and playing public are concerned, suggest the question.

Shall we continue to hold golf shows, and should they be promoted by individual capital for profit, or would golf shows promoted by golf associations, by manufacturers of golf equipment, by employees of golf clubs or by the support of 3,000,000 golf players produce more interest and results? There may be a thousand different reasons suggested by a thousand different people why, with the exception of the 1927 Greenkeepers’ exposition, none of the last three or four golf shows have been much of a success “as shows go” in creating additional interest and advancement for the game, its players and its workers.

Inasmuch as the functioning of the various golf associations has been, up to this time, rather exclusively in sections, lacking 100% private club co-operation in every section, and limited to executive

Have a Yellow Jacket in Every Locker

All over the United States “pros” and locker room stewards are making their club members feel as though they’ve broken par with the unique Yellow Jacket Shoe Trees. Folding, adjustable, finest aluminum, weigh hardly more than a score pad. Shoes as wet as the water hazard dry out in perfect shape with Yellow Jackets. Your members’ old brogans will last as long as their favorite putters, and always be comfortable. There’s a nice profit in handling them. Write today for attractive terms.


Sturdy Yellow Jacket Shoe Horns are fitting companions to the Yellow Jacket Shoe Trees. Colors from golf ball white to bunker green.

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers.
business meetings and the Green Section sessions insofar as the U. S. G. A. is concerned, it is hardly possible that a satisfactory arrangement could be made by such associations to promote the exhibitions called "Golf Shows," which would receive the financial support and undivided interest of the manufacturers and our 3,000,000 golf players.

The situation, as the writer sees golf shows today, is that we have, as before stated, 300 or more manufacturers of golf supplies who are vitally interested. We also have approximately 4,000 greenkeepers, 3,000 or more golf pros, and about 2,000 clubhouse managers, all of whom are very much interested, since their employment depends upon the interest of these 3,000,000 golf players and 50 or more established golf course architects.

Associations in the Picture

The house managers have an association; the pros, likewise, and in the past three years the greenkeepers have formed active sectional groups and a national organization. Now, it does not seem necessary that any one of these organizations should work at odds with any other since there appears to be a well-defined and distinct line of demarcation between the duties of each, whether the club be large or small. Golf shows should not be retarded in golf promotion because of fancied differences as between pros and greenkeepers, house managers and pros, or any differences in views between these associations.

Personally, the writer cannot conceive how it would be possible for the Club Managers' association to endorse any program or policy which might work to the detriment of P. G. A. or the Greenkeepers' association. The other associations must also be given credit for a like policy inasmuch as all three of these bodies are devoting their efforts to the uplift and individual interests of each of their members, as they see it in their particular line of duty.

"Rag-chewing" Is Personal

We must admit there is, in certain clubs and in certain sections, a feeling of jealousy or animosity, and sometimes enmity, as between the greenkeeper and the pro or the pro and the house manager or the greenkeeper and the house manager, but these are to be considered only as personal differences.

DECREASE THE COST PER PLAYING DAY BY

Better Drainage

A season's overhead and maintenance expense can be spread over more playing days by perfecting the drainage of greens and fairways. Our study of soil types and topographical aspect leads to results that have lengthened the playing season clubs we have served three and four months.

Better Irrigation

We are eastern representatives of the Buckner California System which has done so much to condition dry, arid courses and make games better and more enjoyable. Maintenance expense after installations engineered by us have been reduced 25 to 50%. Get ready for the sunbaked days now.

WENDELL P. MILLER
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It Perfects
the cutting
edges of any
make of Mower
And That Means Perfect Turfs

The Peerless Mower Sharpener is
the only machine that sharpens all
makes of Power, Horse and Hand
Mowers scientifically—quickly—
perfectly—does the work as nothing
else can. Operated by 1/3 H. P.
Motor—attach it to your lamp
socket. Special Grinding Wheel for
sickles, scythes, etc. Skate sharp-
ening attachment included. Will
save its cost the first season. Write
for catalog and list of users.

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.
988 Bell St., Plymouth, Ohio

Mixed-up Displays

Heretofore, Golf Show booths have been
lined up approximately as follows:
Booth No. 1—Lawn Mowers, etc.
Booth No. 2—Golf Balls or Tees.
Booth No. 3—Sports Clothing.
Booth No. 4—Golf Magazines.
Booth No. 5—Soil Fertilizers.
Booth No. 6—Grass Seed.
Booth No. 7—Kitchen Equipment.
Booth No. 8—Moving Picture Projector.
Booth No. 9—A New Golf Club Promo-
tion Project or a Real
Estate Subdivision.

Booth No. 10—Another Fertilizer.

And so on with a heterogeneous mix-up
of products which interest the player
and something the player never hopes to see
or learn about, and in the next booth dis-
playing something not at all interesting
to the man who paid an admission price
to that golf show, which, in part, ac-
counts for the lack of patronage and poor
reports from past golf shows.

If it were possible for the above-
mentioned three associations to arrange
for a joint meeting and invite representa-
tives from the 300 or so manufacturers
of golf supplies for course, clubhouse
and pro shop, the writer believes a golf show
may be promoted which will attract in-
terest from hundreds of thousands.
MAY, 1929

his own ideas on the best policy or layout or operation of a golf show, but a well-selected group of exhibitors plus the congenial co-operation of the greenkeepers', house managers', and professionals' association directorates would be the means of accomplishing a very important promotional exhibition, which should be worked out with the idea in mind, whatever profit might be made from such a show should be equally distributed to the three named associations. The charge of admittance, instead of being $1.00, should be made approximately 25 cents in order to secure the largest possible patronage from the public, and the space rental for the manufacturers will be reduced to the minimum that every manufacturer may well afford all the necessary space to display his entire line of products and so equip his booth as to give each inquiry a satisfactory explanation of the use for which this product is intended.

There should be three distinct and separate divisions of a well-managed golf show in that the golf course equipment, house equipment and supplies shall all be so separated from the products in which the public are interested that there will

The worms speedily come to the surface where they are removed without any damage to the turf whatever.”—James D. Young, Supt., Orchard Golf Club, South Hadley, Mass.

Get the Worms—I
The superiority of Electric Worm Eradicator was established on more than 600 golf courses. It has a positive action in protecting the grass and the turf.

ELECTRIC
WORM
ERADICATOR

Combination Offer No. 1
(Enough for 9-Hole Course)
25 gallons "ELECTRIC" Worm Eradicator; 1 READE 50-Gallon Sprinkling Cart; 3 1-Gallon Jugs 1 Pump Measure; 1 Faucet—$105.00.

Combination Offer No. 2
(Enough for 18-Hole Course)
50 gallons "ELECTRIC" Worm Eradicator.
as questions arise, and a certain time could be allotted to each greenkeeper, or a set schedule for explaining his ideas on how to secure a perfect turf and economical maintenance. Golf course architects could have displays of courses they have built, and discuss, with club officers, the details and advisability of improvements on their courses.

The house managers should have many things to discuss with the visiting players to show how it is possible to eliminate dining room losses through increased patronage, and further, holding a question box for the managers to the end that a better service might be given from a well-regulated kitchen; methods of operating the locker room, grill service and such other branches of the house activities, which would be interesting to thousands of golf club members as well as house managers themselves.

Bookkeepers and auditors might find it well worth their time to set up a few booths for the explanation of simplifying house accounting and arrive at better systems for collecting house accounts from the members.

A real golf show should cover practically every detail, and if such a show were promoted by the three named associations with the assistance of manufacturers who sell to golf clubs, it would be a real place of education and entertainment which would attract the attention of practically every man and woman who is interested in golf.

We must appreciate the fact that the Greenkeepers’ association has promoted and gone through with two exhibitions at Detroit and Buffalo.

THE modern green is marked by undulations which, however, have been often carried to harmful extremes. Undulations of a natural and easy type add to the appearance and sporting character of a putting surface. On the other hand, there are those greens which are so pitted and bumped with all manner of “terraces,” “knobs,” “hickies,” etc., that they have degenerated into the “freak” class.

TO YOUR OWN CLUB BE TRUE
AND IT WILL FOLLOW—that before ordering Charge Checks, Score Cards, Guest Registers, Caddie Cards and other forms you will first see our line of standardized golf printed matter.

JOHN H. VESTAL COMPANY
703 South La Salle Street - Chicago